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INSTRUCTIONS

This is an inventory to know what you are interested in. THIS IS NOT A TEST. The purpose of this inventory is to help you find out what kinds of occupations would be most interesting to you. There are no 'right' answers or 'wrong' answers for the given statements. The right answer for you is that which is appropriate for you or which shows what you are interested in. A list of many activities is given in this booklet. Read each activity. Think. Then mark your answer carefully and honestly in the separate answer sheet as shown below, its results can be very helpful to you and your counsellors in planning your career.

MAKE NO MARKS IN THIS BOOKLET. You will mark your answers as shown below on the separate answer sheet given along with this booklet.

Two activities are given in each question against the letters 'A' and 'B'. You are to select one of each pair. If you are to select only one out of the two activities, decide after proper thinking which would you prefer. Do not consider how much you would earn - how much training would be necessary - or what people think of the activity, when you select one activity out of the two. Assume that you must select one activity or the other even though, in some cases, you may not especially like either one or you may like both. The following is an illustration:
1. A. To see art exhibition
   B. To hear music

2. A. To collect coins
   B. To catch butterflies

Decide which of the activities you prefer in the above mentioned questions, and mark your answers as shown below:

Against each question, two circles under columns 'A' and 'B' are given in the separate answer sheet. If you select for example, the activity A, write X in the circle under column 'A', and if you select the activity - B, mark X in the circle under column 'B'.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DO NOT PREFER ANY ACTIVITY ONLY BECAUSE IT IS NEW. Show your answer by marking X in the appropriate circle according to your interest. Remember that you answer all the questions by choosing one activity from each pair. Be sure that your answers will be kept confidential. There is no time limit for this inventory, but don't take more time than required. Work as fast as you can. Don't discuss about the activities among yourselves, because it carries no meaning if the answer is not yours.

REMEMBER THAT YOU MAKE NO MARKS IN THIS BOOKLET. Mark your answers in a separate answer sheet. First fill in the information called for on the answer sheet and then start.
1. To be the head of a big firm or department or any other institution.
   B. To keep accurate records of money received and spent.
2. A. To operate Lathes, drills, etc.
   B. To collect and pack fruits
3. A. To read a large number of books relating to your subject
   B. To be an authority on soil erosion
4. A. To organize and direct a music club
   B. To organize and direct a literary club
5. A. To prepare a scheme for starting a cooperative store or enterprise on a small or big scale.
   B. To check the accuracy of financial records of a company.
6. A. To invent new mechanical equipments
   B. To plant, cultivate and harvest crops.
7. A. To plan and direct experiments to improve products
   B. To advise people in their personal problems
8. A. To inspire children who can read and write for reading supplementary books
   B. To prepare and dye new designs for people with different tastes.
9. A. To organize a club or society, arrange meetings and find something for everyone to do.
   B. To make, install and operate machines in industrial concerns.
To put the proper numbers and labels on the Library books

To operate a farm tractor

To discuss their problems with children

To cut pictures properly and to frame them.

To test milk, butter and other dairy products.

To collect new poems, bhajans, composed by local bhaktas (devotees) and to publish them in the form of a book.

To allot appropriate duties to people working in store or department

To supervise farm workers.

To draw a natural scene or to depict some colourful scene.

To add figures and do similar other calculations

To teach in a nursery school

To read good stories to children

To make model houses, boats, automobiles, etc.

To find out how metal can be extracted from mineral deposits.

To be an accountant

To service automobiles

To breed good cattle

To teach adults to remove illiteracy

To record rainfall, temperature or humidity

To prepare beautiful and attractive posters for advertisement
To give useful books from your own home-library
To get other people to do what I want done.

To be a cashier
To be an engineer

To raise poultry
To visit science museums

To teach the blind or the deaf
To manage public-library.

To draw cartoons or humorous sketches of men or animals
To plan a budget of a big department or an institution.

To supervise the construction of roads and bridges
To prepare payrolls, balance sheets, reports, etc.

To guard forests and wild life
To help the physically handicapped to learn suitable trades

To compare best pieces of painting, architecture, and sculpture.
To analyse ores, chemicals or other products to know their constituents.

To organize reception for Literæurs
To assume responsibility

To breed dogs
To participate in group singing

To plan a budget of a big department or an institution
To manage a hostel for students
31 A To be a professional journalist or columnist
   B To make drawings with compass, ruler, protractor, etc.
32 A To experiment with new process of dyeing
   B To take initiative in starting activities of a group
33 A To repair household appliances
   B To raise cattle or sheep
34 A To help the beggars to develop skills for gainful occupations
   B To direct a drug research laboratory
35 A To engrave on stones, leather, wood or metals
   B To run a manuscript periodicals, be it quarterly, or annual.
36 A To take decisions quickly
   B To determine the cost of producing a new product.
37 A To write a technical book
   B To be a forest ranger
38 A To be a geologist
   B To take care of children and assist in their education.
39 A To canvas for good monthly magazines and weeklies
   B To accord honour to an outstanding artist
40 A To buy and sell used cars, radios, or other articles for profit.
   B To be a salesman in a large store
41 A To be a statistician
   B To be a truck driver
42 A  To give popular lectures on general science
       B  To teach music

43 A  To watch birds or wild animals to learn more
       about their living habits.
       B  To organize lectures of out-station poets, authors.

44 A  To manage business or to organize business
       B  To be a sculptor

45 A  To collect folk-songs, bhajans (devotional songs)
       garbas, etc.
       B  To collect subscriptions or advertisements for
           a magazine.

46 A  To teach mathematics, physics or chemistry
       B  To organize a week-long programmes of reciting
           Bhagvat or Ramayana, or Mahabharat by inviting
           out of station bards

47 A  To clean and oil electric motors, sewing machines,
       or bicycles
       B  To operate X-Ray machines in the laboratory

48 A  To check the accuracy of financial records of a
       company.
       B  To look after farm equipment

49 A  To manage large farms
       B  To work for long hours in the laboratory

50 A  To tryout foods, diets and vitamin combinations
       to solve nutrition problems
       B  To prepare posters for selling cloth, furniture,
           and other mercantile articles.
To read newspapers before illiterate and ignorant people.

B. To study the business and financial reports

52 A To predict business trends

B To take courses in higher mathematics

53 A To watch the fine breeds of cattle in the country fair

B To construct laboratory apparatus and scientific equipment

54 A To teach machine designs

B To read and enact dramas

55 A To invent a new Raga or a musical instrument

B To direct the sales policies of a large firm

56 A To draw graphs based on statistical tables

B To design a house or a bridge

57 A To learn about the diseases of domestic animals

B To examine the written work of children and give suggestions for improving

58 A To arrange exhibition of works of famous artists

B To design experiments to test the uses and limitations of new equipment

59 A To run Literary Clubs

B To be a city mayor

60 A To make new furniture

B To do work that requires a lot of mental arithmetic

61 A To compute bills for a large store

B To teach public health and hygiene
To supply books of bhajans or hymns to Bhaktas (devotees)

To improve upon the designs of the old machines

To combine drugs to make prescribed medicines

To send out circulars and announcements

To join the armed forces

To copy caricatures of men, animals or buildings.

To work in the remand homes

To read about new developments in Science in the magazines.

To be a member or induce others to be one of a music club.

To arrange occasionally lectures of important literary persons or local and other students and learned persons.

To organize work schedules or train and supervise the work of others

To organize census data

To engrave on metal or cut, polish, and set precious stones

To cut down trees for timber and firewood

To devise methods of determining the accuracy and strength of steel or concrete work.

To study mathematics, statistics or accountancy.

To try to get books at reduced rates for local libraries from publishers and booksellers

To finish incomplete paint work of furnitures, etc.
71 A To be a factory Superintendent
B To be a treasurer of an organization
72 A To paint, varnish or stain wood or metal surfaces.
B To catch rare animals for museums
73 A To help young people choose vocations
B To work in a manufacturing concern preparing musical instrument
74 A To design a special system of lighting and ventilation for a house
B To present best books to a student standing first in every division in a village school
75 A To issue and receive articles, and keep a watch on everything that goes in and out.
B To make calculations to find out angles, curves and shapes of small parts.
76 A To prepare monthly statements, balance sheets, or statements of profit and loss.
B To watch birds or wild animals
77 A To act as an arbitrator to settle disputes
B To organize clubs for devotees
78 A To repair or refinish old furniture
B To apply scientific principles to the improvement of radio or other sound equipment.
79 A To keep everything in order on shelves, in files drawers, boxes, etc.
B To protect telephone lines or railroads.
80 A To fix wall-pictures and to arrange flowers and light-effects artistically.
To receive bank deposits, cash, cheques, or make entries regarding savings.

To visit national laboratories

To set a notation of a song

To help or guide a librarian in selecting books for a library.

To manage or direct a large store

To work at desk or a table for long hours

To do hard physical labour

To write articles about birds or wild animals

To teach history, geography, and civics

To work in a child welfare centre

To organize an exhibition of good books and periodicals in collaboration with publishers

To be an actor or an actress

To be a manufacturer

To teach mathematics, statistics, or accountancy

To visit a factory where typewriters are made

To climb mountains

To work on the development of a stronger and lighter metal

To play on an instrument in an orchestra

To experiment with fertilizers and chemicals to increase production

To collect folk-songs, bhajans, garbas, couplets, Sarathi folk-songs, free-verses, stanzas, folk-tales.

To attend to the telephone, give required information and take down messages.
To prepare designs for receiving - sets or wireless

To keep accurate records of money received and spent

To be a lighthouse keeper

To urge people not to indulge in drinking

To organize Kavi Samelens (meeting of poets) or Mushayaras.

To mow lawns, clip hedges or trim trees

To experiment with plants to learn their habits of growth

To be a proof reader

To go photographing wild animals

To prepare and sell musical instruments

To keep accounts in a book

To tell stories to children

To collect funds for buying musical equipments for a music club

To induce more people to hear Literary broadcasts on a public radio

To supervise the selection, placement, and promotions of employees

To analyse business and financial reports or compare price quotations

To collect tools to do mechanical work

To collect butterflies
To teach games to children

To develop new mathematical formulae for use in research

To so arrange that people may not hear only film songs but also hear good plays, talks, poetry readings, book-reviews, short stories, etc., broadcast on a wireless set.

To so arrange that people may be induced to hear songs of established and famous musicians and orchestral programmes through radio.

To be a guide to an organization

To be a taxation consultant

To do the household repairs by yourself

To look after a bee farm

To make complete and detailed plans for an invention

To tell people about what you have read

To experiment with atomic energy as a source of power

To celebrate birthdates of Rama, Krishna, etc., and to organize lectures on their lives.

To receive visitors in a big office and arrange for their meetings with proper persons

To study with the help of diagrams how different machines work

To prepare payrolls, monthly statements, reports etc.

To guard useful animals for dairy industry
108  A  To publish dailies  
  B  To give a public performance of instrumental music  
109  A  To operate a handloom  
  B  To do statistical calculations to analyse data  
110  A  To type letters, reports, etc.  
  B  To grow vegetables or flowers  
111  A  To attend programmes of vocal or instrumental music  
  B  To edit financial columns of a newspaper  
112  A  To write an article on how to convince people  
  B  To collect funds for buying books for a village library.